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Abstract

Italian’s real house prices have experienced a 30 percent increase over the last

decade. I study the causes and welfare consequences of this change through the

lens of a quantitative general equilibrium, overlapping generations model with fi-

nancial and housing assets, where mortgage debt is collateralized. I simulate the

transition path between the 1995 and 2005 stationary equilibria under both an

interest rate and a downpayment requirement shock: the model accounts for 80

percent of the observed increase in housing prices. The are sizeable welfare gains

for earnings-poor renters who benefit from lower rental rates and, to a smaller

extent, for young renters and retired homeowners with average earnings who ben-

efit from smaller downpayment requirements and capital gains on accumulated

housing assets respectively.
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1 Introduction

This paper studies the causes and welfare consequences of the 30 percent’s increase in

housing prices that has taken place in Italy over the last decade. I investigate how much

of the observed house price’s dynamics can be attributed to changes in the real interest

rate, changes in the tightness of borrowing constraints, changes in income volatility,

or to the particular bequests attitude of Italian households. I will also investigate the

welfare effect of increasing house prices across different age-groups and income levels.

To this end, I construct an overlapping generations model with uninsurable labor in-

come risk and two assets: a liquid, risk-free financial asset and a housing asset. In the

model, households will save for retirement, to self-insure against labor income shocks,

for bequests reasons, and to buy a house. Each households will have a different history

of income shocks which in equilibrium will give rise, in the spirit of Aiyagari (1994),

to a wealth distribution. The key ingredients to generate an endogenous increase in

housing prices comparable to the one observed in the data is a contemporaneous exoge-

nous decrease in the real interest rate and in the down-payment requirement for house

purchases. Looser collateral constraints and more affordable mortgage rates generate an

increase in aggregate housing asset’s demand which drives up housing prices. I find that

the welfare effect of those exogenous changes is positive and quantitatively relevant: in

the order of 3 percent of life-time equivalent consumption for young renters and retired

homeowners with average earnings. Young renters with average earnings, who will move

to home-ownership later in their life cycle, benefit from smaller consumption volatility

thanks to lower real interest rates and from the exogenous decrease in downpayment

requirements for housing purchases. Those gains more than offset the higher real hous-

ing prices they face to access home-ownership. Retired home-owners benefit from the

capital gains associated with the housing price increase. Earnings poor renters enjoy

higher welfare from higher real wages and lower rental rates connected to the decrease

in the real interest rate and from better consumption smoothing possibilities: they post

the biggest gain in terms of consumption equivalent variations. Intermediate and high
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earnings home-owners loose from the unexpected shocks as the increased consumption

smoothing opportunities are more than compensated by a decrease in capital income

return on their liquid financial assets. The transition analysis shows how financial and

housing assets converge asymmetrically towards the new steady-state. While housing

demand - and housing prices with it - rapidly converges to its final steady-state level from

the first transition period, households start borrowing to finance their housing purchases

only when already 15 years in the transition. The bumpy transition dynamics of borrow-

ing levels to the new steady-state is especially relevant for young households belonging

to the lowest earnings class: they lack the earnings potential to repay mortgage debt

early in their life-cycle and thus cannot take immediate advantage of looser collateral

constraints. This paper is related to a growing literature on heterogenous-agents general

equilibrium models with two assets, see for instance Nakajima (2005), Nakajima (2008),

and to the literature on financial integration and consumption smoothing (see, for the

Italian case, Jappelli and Pistaferri (2008)). The most closely related paper is Kiyotaki,

Michaelides, and Nikolov (2008), where the authors study the welfare consequences of

an increase in housing prices in a general equilibrium model calibrated to the US. They

include an housing supply sector with land as a limited factor of production and find

that the larger the share of land in housing’s production, the greater the movement in

prices and welfare. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents

the facts, Section 3 the model and equilibrium definition. Section 4 gives details on the

calibration of the model’s parameters. In Section 5 results are presented and explained.

Section 6 concludes.

2 Facts

Following calculations by Bassanetti and Zollino (2008), house prices in Italy have in-

creased by 30 percent in real terms in between 1995 and 2005, see Figure11. At the

same time Bartiloro, Coletta, and De Bonis (2008) show that Italian households’ net

1I thank Antonio Bassanetti and Francesco Zollino for providing the data
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worth rose from 6.14 times income in 1995 to 7.94 times disposable income in 20052,

and that for the lower three deciles of the income distribution, most of the increase in

the wealth-to-income ratio came from real assets appreciation. Over the same period,

there has been a big decrease in the real interest rate, see Figure 2, from an average of 5

percent in the period 1988 to 1997, to an average of 1 percent in the period 1998 to 2005.

Furthermore, since the early 1990s, but especially in the late 1990s, important changes

in the Italian mortgage market have taken place: among others, the introduction of

new scoring techniques, longer terms for mortgage repayments, and higher loan-to-value

ratios for house purchases. In particular, while the average loan-to-value ratio in 2006

was 70 percent, with 50 percent of loans-to-value ratios higher than 80 percent, see

Rossi (2008), back in 1990 the average maximum loan to value ratio was around 60

percent. To the increase availability of credit has corresponded an increased willingness

to borrow: the stock of bank loans-lending to Italian households for the purchase of a

house, rose from 3.62 per cent of GDP in 1990 to 13.7 per cent in 2004.

3 The Model

3.1 Environment

I consider an overlapping generations model in which agents face uninsurable idiosyn-

cratic earnings shocks and uncertain life spans. When agents die, transmit after tax

liquidated assets and the first earning shock to their immediate successor. I explicitly

model housing. Housing has a dual role in the model: it directly provides utility and

can be used as a collateral for borrowing. While housing can be at least characterized

by tenure, location, size and quality, I consider tenure and size directly, location is indi-

rectly considered through adjustment costs on housing transaction, quality is left out of

2 The wealth-to-income ratio increased across the income distribution, most markedly for those at

the bottom and those at the top of the income distribution (by 60 percent and 30 percent, respectively)

see Paiella (2007).
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Figure 1: Real House Prices. Source: Bassanetti and Zollino (2008)
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Figure 2: Real Interest and Mortgage rates.
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the picture. Several frictions are present in the model: lack of annuity markets to insure

against uncertain lifespan, different specifications of borrowing constraints, transaction

costs for trading in housing stock as well as a minimum house purchasing size. The

last two features make it possible to talk with sufficient realism of houses, their implied

cost being that the resulting non-convexities will complicate the computational task.

Households are indifferent between renting or owning a house, but in equilibrium we

will have a fraction of the population in home-ownership and a fraction living in renting

units because of three factors: (1) borrowing constraints, which will make it impossi-

ble for some earnings poor agents, especially the young, to provide the down-payment

requirement necessary for housing purchases (2) a higher depreciation rate for renting

units which, everything else equal, will discourage renting and (3) adjustment costs in

housing transactions coupled with exogenous minimum house size requirements which,

everything else equal, will tend to discourage home-ownership.

3.2 Demographics

There is a continuum of individuals of measure one at each point in time. Each individual

lives at most J periods. In each period j ≤ J of his life the conditional probability of

surviving and living in period j+ 1 is denoted by αj ∈ (0, 1). Define α0 = 1 and αJ = 0.

The probability of survival, assumed to be equal across individuals of the same cohort,

is beyond the control of the individual and independent of other characteristics of the

individual (such as income or wealth). We assume that αj is not only the probability of

survival for a particular individual, but also the (deterministic) fraction of agents that,

having survived until age j, will survive to age j + 1. Annuity markets are assumed to

be absent. After death, the individual is replaced by a descendant who inherits its after-

tax financial and (liquidated) housing wealth, and part of its permanent productivity

according to a stochastic earnings transmission Markov matrix. In each period a number

µ1 =
(

1 +
∑J−1

j=1 i = 1jαi

)−1

of newborns enter the economy, and the fraction of people

in the economy of age j is defined recursively as µj+1 = αjµj, with µj+1 = αJ = 0. Let
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J = {0, 1, ..., J} denotes the set of possible ages of an individual.

3.3 Technology

3.3.1 The Firm’s Problem

There is one good produced according to the aggregate production function Y (Kt, Lt)

where Kt is the aggregate capital stock and Lt is the aggregate labor input. I assume

that Y is strictly increasing in both inputs, strictly concave, has decreasing marginal

products which obey the Inada conditions and is homogeneous of degree one. As usual

with constant returns to scale production technologies, in equilibrium the number of

firms is indeterminate and without loss of generality we assume that there is a single

representative firm. The representative firm solves the following static problem

max
Kt,Lt

Y (Kt, Lt)− (r + δk)Kt − wLt (1)

where r is the rental price of capital net of depreciation and w is the wage per

efficiency unit of labor.

3.3.2 The Financial Institution’s Problem

There is a representative financial institution that in each period receives deposits A′

from households, rents residential services F to households and rents capital K to the

representative firm. We allow rental units to have a different depreciation rate δf than

owner occupied housing δh. The perfectly competitive financial institution solves the

following problem

Ψ(A) = max
A′,K,F

{
A′ − (1 + r)A+ rK + (i− δf )F +

1

1 + r
Ψ(A′)

}
(2)

s.t.
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K + F ≤ A

where F is the stock of rental units and i is their rental price. The financial institution

rents capital and houses in the same period in which it acquires them.

3.4 Preferences and Endowments

Individuals are endowed with one unit of time in each period that they supply inelasti-

cally in the labor market. Individuals differ in their labor productivity due to differences

in age and realizations of idiosyncratic uncertainty. The labor productivity of an indi-

vidual of age j is given by εjη, where {εj}Jj=1 denotes the age profile of average labor

productivity. The stochastic component of labor productivity, η, follows a finite state

Markov chain with state space η ∈ E = {η1, ...ηN} and transition probabilities given

by the matrix π(η′|η). Let Π denote the unique invariant measure associated with π.

I assume that all agents, independent of age and other characteristics face the same

Markov transition probabilities and that the fraction of the population experiencing a

transition from η to η′ is also given by π. This law of large numbers and the model

demographic structure assure that the aggregate labor input is constant. As with life-

time uncertainty we assume that individuals cannot insure against idiosyncratic labor

productivity by trading contingent claims. Moral hazard problems may be invoked to

justify the absence of these markets. After its death the individual is replaced by a

direct descendant who inherits its after-tax financial and (liquidated) housing wealth, if

any, and receive its first idiosyncratic shock according to the intergenerational earnings

transmission matrix Γ which shares the same states η ∈ E = {η1, ...ηN} of the stochas-

tic component of labor productivity. Bequests are accidental in that parents derive no

utility from them; this assumption will be relaxed in section5.3.

Individuals derive utility from consumption of the nondurable good, c, and from

the housing services acquired either trough the rental market, g(f), or trough home-

ownership g(h′). Housing services are a function g(·) of the housing stock purchased or
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rented. The choice between home-ownership and renting is exclusive at each period, and

represented by the indicator function I ∈ {0, 1} . Individuals value streams of consump-

tion and housing/renting services {cj, g(s)j}Jj=1 , where s = (1 − I)f + Ih′, according

to

E0

{
J∑
j=1

βj−1u(cj, g(s)j)

}
(3)

where β is the time discount factor and E0 is the expectation operator, conditional on

information available at time 0. The per period utility function u(c, g(s)) is assumed to

be strictly increasing in both arguments and obeying the Inada conditions with respect

to nondurable consumption. The instantaneous utility from being dead is normalized

to zero and expectations are taken with respect to the stochastic processes governing

survival and labor productivity. I assume that the per period utility function is of the

CRRA form

u(c, g(s)) =
(cγg(s)1−γ)σ − 1

1− σ
(4)

where σ is the coefficient of relative risk aversion and cγg(s)1−γ is the Cobb-Douglas

aggregator between non-durable consumption and housing services.

3.5 Timing and Information

The timing of events in a given period is as follows. Households observe their idiosyn-

cratic labor productivity shock η and, in their first life period, receive net transfers from

bequests and their first period labor productivity shock η according to the intergener-

ational earnings transmission process. Then labor is supplied to the firm and financial

assets are supplied to the financial institution. Capital is rented to the firm by the

financial institution. Production takes place. Next households receive wages from the

firm and interest on their deposits form the financial institution and choose nondurable

consumption c, housing h′ or rental consumption f services and next period asset po-

sition a′. A unit of rental housing f yields consumption services today. A unit of
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housing stock for tomorrow h
′

yields consumption services today. Finally uncertainty

about early death is revealed.

3.6 Consumer’s Problem

Individuals are assumed to be price takers in the goods and factor markets they par-

ticipate in. In each moment of time individuals are characterized by their position of

assets and holdings of housing stock, as well as their age and labor productivity status

(a, h, η, j). Let by Φt(a, h, η, j) denote the measure of agents of type (a, h, η, j), at time

t. We normalize the price of the final good to equal one. The price of renting units is

denoted by i ≡ rt + δf , where δf is the depreciation rate for renting units. Let rt, r
m
t ,wt

and pht denote the risk-free interest rate, the mortgage rate, the wage rate per efficiency

unit of labor, and the relative price of a house, respectively. The consumer’s problem

at time t can now be formulated recursively as

Vt(a, h, η, j) = max
ct,at+1,ht+1,It

u(ct, st) + βVt+1(at+1, ht+1, ηt+1, j + 1)

Vt+1(at+1, ht+1, ηt+1, j + 1) = αj
∑
ηt+1

π(ηt+1|η)Vt+1(at+1, ht+1, ηt+1, j + 1)

s.t.

ct + itft + pht ht+1 + τ(h, ht+1, p
h
t ) + at+1 = (1− τl)wtηεj + (1 + rt)a+ (1− δh)pht h+ ΥP, if a ≥ 0

ct + itft + pht ht+1 + τ(h, ht+1, p
h
t ) + at+1 = (1− τl)wtηεj + (1 + rmt )a+ (1− δh)pht h+ ΥP, else

st = (1− It)ft + Itht+1

at+1 ≥ b(pht , ht+1, η, j)
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a1 = 0, b1 = 0

Υ =

{
1 if j ≥ 10

0 otherwise

}

ct ≥ 0, ht+1 ∈ {0} ∪
[
hmin
j , hmax

]
, It ∈ {0, 1}

Where P stands for households pension income (which is enjoyed from age 56 on,

i.e. when j ≥ 10) which is assumed to be independent of households income history3.

We define hmin as the minimum house purchasing size while τ(h, ht+1, p
h
t ) stands for

non-convex housing stock’s adjustment costs

τ(h, ht+1, p
h
t ) =

{
0 if h′ ∈

[
(1− µ) pht h, (1 + µ) pht h

]
ρ1p

h
t h+ ρ2p

h
t ht+1 otherwise

}
This formulation of transaction costs allows households to change their level of hous-

ing consumption by undertaking housing renovation up to a fraction of µ the value of

house or by allowing depreciation up to a fraction of µ the value of house as an alterna-

tive to moving. If the housing depreciates by more that a fraction µ of the value, or if

the value of the stock increases by more that a fraction µ of the value, we assume that

the stock has been sold. In those cases, the household has to pay the transaction costs

as a fraction ρ1 of its selling value and ρ2 of its buying value.

Borrowing constraints b(pht , ht+1, η, j) are specified as being an exogenous fixed frac-

tion of the value of owner-occupied housing services, where households can only borrow

up to (1− θ) of their desired housing stock’s value

at+1 ≥ −(1− θ)pht ht+1, θ ∈ [0, 1]

3A more realistic assumption is that social security benefit is a concave function of the accumulated

contributions. Under this assumption, the total contributions become an additional state variables,

which increases the computation time dramatically.
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We are now ready to define an equilibrium with transition. Let J and E be the

power sets of J and E, respectively and B be the borel sets of R. Let S = R x R x E

x J and S = B x B x E x J and M be the set of finite measures over the measurable

space (S,S).

Definition 1 Given an initial distribution Φ0, a recursive competitive equilibrium is a

sequence of value functions (Vt)
t=∞
t=0 , decision rules for households (ct, at+1, ht+1, ft, It)

t=∞
t=0 ,

firm choices (Ht, Kt)
t=∞
t=0 , prices (wt, rt, r

m
t , p

h
t )
t=∞
t=0 , an housing supply stocks H̄, and dis-

tributions (Φt)
t=∞
t=0 such that, for all t

1. Wages satisfy

wt = YL(Kt, Lt)

2. Rental price is given by

it = rt + δf

3. Markets clear

∫
ηεjdΦt = Lt (Labor Market)∫
at+1dΦt = At+1 (Financial Asset Market)∫
ftdΦt = Ft (Rental Market)∫

ht+1(p
h)dΦt = H̄ (Housing Market)∫

ct(a, h, η, j)dΦt = Ct (Non-Durable Consumption)

τe

∫
at+1(a, h, ηj)dΦt = Gt (Government Expenditure)
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4. The measure Φt follows

Φt+1 = T (Φt)

where T is the law of motion generated by π and the policies (ct, at+1, ht+1, ft, It)

as described below.

The operator T maps M into M in the following way. Define the transition function

Q : (S,S) → [0, 1] by:

Definition 2 For all S ′ = R′ x Z ′ xE ′ x J ′ ∈ B x B x E x J and all s = (a, h, η, j) ∈ S

Q(s, St+1) =
∑

ηt+1∈Et+1

{
αjπ(ηt+1|η) if j + 1 ∈ Jt+1, at+1(a, h, η, j) ∈ Rt+1, ht+1(a, h, η, j) ∈ Zt+1

0 else

}

Then for all Jt+1 ∈ J such that 0 /∈ J we have

T (Φ)(St+1) =

∫
Q(s, St+1)dΦ

For Jt+1 = 0 we have

T (Φ)(Rt+1x Zt+1 x E x {0}) =

=
J∑
j=1



∑
ηt+1∈Et+1

(1− αj) Γ(ηt+1|η) if j + 1 ∈ Jt+1,

at+1(a, h, η, j) ∈ Rt+1,

ht+1(a, h, η, j) ∈ Z ′

0 else


Where T (Φ)(Rt+1x Zt+1 x E x {0}) describes the stationary distribution for the first

generation of individuals, as implied by the net bequests and earnings shocks transmis-

sion matrix Γ(ηt+1|η).
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4 Calibration

I will calibrate a first steady-state economy to 1995 Italian data. A second one is

calibrated to 2005 data. I will work under the assumption of a small open economy 4

where the only difference between the two steady-states economies will be a lower real

interest rate and looser collateral constraints. I will then compute the whole transition

from the initial to the final equilibrium, under the assumption that the two once-and-for-

all exogenous shocks - i.e. a lower real interest rate and a looser borrowing constraints

- are both unexpected. Once the transition computed I can talk about welfare. Table1

shows the annualized5 benchmark parameters for the economy, which are chosen partly

on the basis of microeconomic evidence and partly so that the stationary equilibrium

for the economy matches selected long-run averages of Italian data.

4.1 Demographics

The model’s period is five years. Households enter the labor market at age 25. I set

the retirement age at 60. Workers die with certainty at age 95. Survival rates are taken

from ISTAT and refer to females in the year 2000.

4.2 Discount factor and interest rate

I set the discount factor β to match the 1995 Italian’s aggregate wealth to income ratio

of 6.2 6. The interest rate r is set at an annual rate of 5 percent in the 1995-economy. In

the 2005-economy the interest rate is exogenously lowered to 1 percent. Interest rates

on mortgages are set equal to the respective risk-free interest rates plus a 2 percent

4I am assuming here that the observed change in the real interest rate and financial market liberal-

ization are linked to the introduction of the Euro, and are thus exogenous to the model.
5I report the annualized parameters’ value for ease of exposition. In the model I use their five-year

counterparts.
6Italian net wealth to disposable income ratio have been increasing from 6.14 in 1995 to 7.94 in

2005, see Bartiloro, Coletta, and De Bonis (2008).
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markup in both economies.

4.3 Income process

The logarithm of the income process zit is specified as an AR(1):

zit = ρzit−1 + ηit

with persistency parameter ρ, where ηit ∼ N(0, σ2
η). εit is an i.i.d. normal with zero

mean and σ2
ε . I calibrate the deterministic age profile for the income process using data

from the SHIW. The stochastic components ηit and εit are both estimated using panel

data from the SHIW. Using Tauchen (1986)’s method, I approximate the continuous

AR(1) processes with a six-states Markov chain 7. Below are the supports for the AR(1)

discretized earnings shocks:

EAR(1) = {0.074, 0.1848, 0.4580, 1.1349, 2.8121, 6.9678} (5)

where mean earnings are normalized to 1. In the Table below we show how well the

chosen earnings process approximates the Italian earnings distribution:

Earnings Gini (2000) 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th

Italian data 0.557 -0.001 1.34 12.47 27.58 58.60

Model 0.555 0.00 3.49 11.59 23.96 60.94

4.4 Preferences and Technology

The utility function is of the constant relative risk aversion class with a Cobb-Douglas

aggregator between housing services and non-housing consumption. Housing services

are assumed to be proportional to the housing stock, i.e. g(s) = s. The coefficient of

risk aversion σ is set to 2, within the range of commonly used values.

7Further increasing the number of income states does significantly affect results
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u(c, s) =
(cγs1−γ)σ − 1

1− σ
(6)

The Cobb-Douglas aggregator can be considered as a special case of the constant

elasticity of substitution (CES) function when the elasticity of substitution parameter

is equal to zero. Fernnandez-Villaverde and Krueger (2004) report that according to the

literature that estimates the degree of elasticity of substitution between housing and

non-housing consumption, zero is an empirically reasonable choice. I select a Cobb-

Douglas production function Y (Kt, Lt) = NKα
t L

α
t as a representation of the technology

that produces the final good. I normalize N = 1. I follow the construction of measures

of output, capital and stock of houses from Dı́az and Luengo-Prado (2006). I define

capital as the sum of non-residential private fixed assets plus the stock of inventories

plus consumer durables. Investment in capital is defined accordingly. H is private

residential stock. Finally I need a measure of output. Output is defined as GDP minus

housing services. I proceed as Cooley and Prescott (1995) to calculate the capital share

of the economy. I do not make any imputation to output for government owned capital

since our focus is on privately held wealth. The implied share of capital in output α is

0.26.

4.5 Market Arrangements

The average replacement rate in the economy is fixed to 0.58, meaning that on aver-

age, retired households’ income is 58 percent of their working-age earnings. There are

transaction costs attached to housing assets’s purchases. I consider non-convex costs of

adjustment in the housing market, which results in infrequent adjustment of the housing

stock. Transactions costs on housing sales and purchases are set equal to respectively

6 percent and 17 percent (Global Property Guide, 2007). If the change in the hous-

ing asset is smaller or equal than the depreciated part of it, no adjustment cost will

be charged on the household. The down-payment requirement θ (i.e. the share of the

value of a house that cannot be borrowed and must be paid upfront by the buyer) was
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on average 40 percent in 1995 and 20 percent in 2005. Those two numbers will be fed

exogenously into the model. The depreciation rate of owner occupied housing δh is set

to match the housing investment to housing stock ratio of 6.43 percent; the renting

depreciation rate δf is set equal to δh, while the minimum house size is set to match

an aggregate home-ownership rate of 80 percent. I set the depreciation rate of capital

δ to match an investment-capital ratio of 10 percent. The parameter γ - the share of

non-housing consumption in the utility function - was set at 0.65, in order to match the

initial 1995 steady-state housing to disposable income ratio. This value is also consistent

with housing expenditures being about 30 percent in the SHIW.

5 Results

I want to study the welfare consequences of the change in the real interest rate and

down-payment requirements that have taken place in between 1995 and 2005 in Italy.

The simplest way to do this would be to compute a stationary recursive competitive

equilibrium for these two levels of the interest rate and down-payment requirement and

compare aggregate variables and welfare between the two steady-states. However, this

approach is not fully satisfactory. It can only be used to assess whether a household

would prefer to live in the stationary equilibrium of an economy with the initial interest

rate and down-payment requirements or in the stationary equilibrium of an economy

with those two parameters set to their final value. A more interesting and relevant pol-

icy question is: consider a household living in the stationary equilibrium of an economy

with a given initial interest rate and down-payment requirement. What is the welfare

change for this household, associated to a decrease in the interest rate and down-payment

requirements? To answer this question properly, one needs to compute the whole tran-

sition: the new policy will change the individual consumption/saving decision, hence

aggregate prices and will induce dynamics away from the current steady state towards

the new one. The first question to be asked is then how much would an agent with a

given initial state gain, in percentage terms of lifetime consumption, if he went through
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Table 1: Calibration Parameters

PARAMETERS VALUE

Demographics

αj survival probability Istat

Technology

α capital share in National Income 0.28

δ depreciation rate of capital 0.10

δh housing depreciation 0.0327

δf renting depreciation 0.0327

Government policy

τ social security tax 0.195

P social security replacement rate 0.58

τe estate tax rate 100%

Housing market

θ 1995 down payment 40%

ρ1 housing selling transaction cost 6%

ρ2 housing buying transaction cost 17%

hmin minimum house size 10% of E(w)

Preferences

σ risk aversion coefficient 2

γ weight of non-housing 0.65

β discount factor 0.9635
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the transition induced by the parameters change, compared to the no parameters change

scenario where he lives in the initial steady-state forever: welfare changes are expressed

in terms of consumption-equivalent variation. I then follow Floden (2001) in decom-

posing further the total welfare change in its two sources: the welfare gain (or loss) of

increased consumption levels, i.e. percentage increase in average consumption between

the two economies, and welfare gain (or loss) of reduced uncertainty, i.e. the fraction of

average consumption that an individual would be willing to give up to avoid all the risk

associated to earnings shock fluctuations. I calculate welfare changes conditional on the

initial earnings shock received, age and home tenure choice.

5.1 Constant Housing Prices

To better isolate the effect of an endogenous increase in housing prices, I will first com-

ment on the welfare consequences of an increase in housing consumption that is not

matched by higher housing prices. Table 2 shows aggregate statistics, where the 1995

model-economy matches its data counterpart by construction. The model in 2005 repro-

duces the increase in housing assets. Financial assets accumulation is instead negative:

since I am modeling a small open economy, the quantity of financial assets needed to

clear markets is assumed to flow into the economy from the rest of the world. Figure

6 in the Appendix shows the wealth accumulation profiles in the initial steady state

economy versus the transition. The transition economy shows a much higher accumula-

tion of housing assets trough collateralized borrowing at young ages. Households tenure

choices are reported in Table 3 below, where households have been divided by age group

and productivity levels: ”low” refers to households who have entered the economy at

age 25 with the lowest earnings shocks, ”medium” refers to households with the two in-

termediate shocks and ”high” refers to households with to the two highest shocks. The

lowest and highest earnings groups don’t change their tenure choice over the life cycle,

starting at age 25 and going through their life as renters and homeowners respectively.

Households belonging to the intermediate earnings shocks group start their life-cycle
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as renters and switch to home-ownership at age 35. In the next subsection I turn the

attention to the welfare consequences of those changes.

Table 2: Result-Constant House Prices

Statistic Data-1995 Model-1995 Data-2005 Model-2005

H/Y 4 4 5 5.7

K/Y 2.2 2.2 3 -0.25

Table 3: Tenure Choice

AGE/Earn Low Medium High

25 Renter Renter Owner

35 Renter Owner Owner

45 Renter Owner Owner

55 Renter Owner Owner

65 Renter Owner Owner

75 Renter Owner Owner

5.1.1 Welfare Along The Transition

In order to examine how the small open economy reacts to a once and for all decrease

in the real interest rate and in the down-payment requirement, I change the parameters

unexpectedly and solve for the path of prices and quantities that lead the economy

to the new steady state. The transition lasts for 15 periods, and since each period

is equivalent to 5 years, the whole transition to the final steady state takes 75 years.
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Welfare changes are calculated by age, initial shock level and home tenure choice8.

Tables 4 and 5 refer to the second and fourth earnings shock (were shocks are numbered

from 1, the lowest, to 6, the highest): I will refer to households that started their life-

cycle endowed with the second-lowest earnings shocks as ”earnings-poor” households,

and to households who started with the 4th earnings shocks as households with average

earnings. In Tables 4 and 5 CEV refers to consumption equivalent variation, C to

the welfare gain (or loss) of increased consumption levels, i.e. the percentage increase

in average consumption between the two economies, and C2 to welfare gain (or loss)

of reduced uncertainty. Earnings-poor households post a big increase in welfare as

calculated by the consumption equivalent approach, with gains going from 29 percent

of life-time equivalent consumption for the youngest age group to 14 percent upon

retirement, fixed at age 65, and 16 percent for retirees at age 75. Decomposing the

equivalent consumption variation into the variation of consumption levels and change in

the volatility of the equilibrium consumption path, we can observe the the first increases

while the second decreases, so that both contribute positively to the increase in welfare.

The decrease in the volatility of the consumption path is due to the easier inter-temporal

consumption smoothing that follows lower real interest rates. Intuitively, a lower interest

rate makes it cheaper to smooth consumption through self-insurance across time, as the

price of tomorrow’s consumption in terms of today’s consumption decreases. Against

this effect, the decrease in the interest rate causes an increase in the wage rate, which

scales up the part of the consumer’s income that is stochastic (i.e. earnings) and scales

down the part that is deterministic (capital income): the amount of risk the consumer

is exposed to is now higher. Given that this economy has incomplete markets and there

is no direct insurance for labor income risk, this amounts to a decrease in consumption

smoothing’s opportunities. Which effect dominates depends on the specification of the

earnings process. With the high persistency and low volatility of the estimated Italian’s

earnings process (see Rodano and Scoccianti (2009)), the first effect dominates and

8At each age I consider only the mass of agents that have reached that age by starting their life-cycle,

i.e. age 25, with the specified income shock
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overall we have an increase in consumption ”insurance”. Furthermore, gains deriving

from lower consumption volatility are decreasing by age, since the older the household

the smaller the time horizon left out to smooth any earnings shocks. On the other hand,

consumption level gains are positive: they decrease up to retirement to increase again for

retirees. Higher average nondurable consumption levels for all ages comes from a lower

real price for rented units, which depends on the real interest rate, and higher real wages.

The decreasing gain by age with a final increase for retirees is caused by the hump-shaped

pattern of earnings level over the life cycle. Indeed, as explained above, total earnings

by age follow a deterministic pattern common to all households which gets multiplied

at each period by a stochastic earnings shock. Hence, keeping the initial shock fixed, as

the household ages her earnings level dynamics mirrors that of the deterministic trend:

it increases until retirement and decreases immediately after it. Consumption gains are

intuitively higher the lower the total earnings level, since poorer households are more

borrowing constrained9 and thus benefit more from a lower cost of rented housing units.

For households with average earnings, welfare changes are positive only for the first two

age groups, i.e. 25 and 35 year-old households, while older workers have negative welfare

changes and retirees are indifferent between the reformed and no-reformed world. The

overall decrease in welfare is due both to a decrease in the gains deriving from a lower

volatility of consumption and in lower gains from higher consumption levels. Indeed,

households with average earnings are not borrowing constrained and don’t benefit much

from the an exogenous reduction in downpayment requirements. As far as consumption

levels are concerned, households with average earnings accumulate more savings during

their life cycle, so their disposable income is reduced by lower capital income returns. To

summarize, since average disposable income in the economy is almost unchanged, lower

interest rate and looser collateral constraints operates a ’transfer’ of disposable income

from the earnings rich to the earnings poor. Consumption levels move accordingly.

Consumption gains are decreasing by age for the same reason, older agents have higher

9Renters households face a zero-borrowing limit, since I allow only for borrowing collateralized by

the housing asset
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net worth and benefit less by laxer collateral constraints while loosing more from lower

real returns on their accumulated assets.

Table 4: Welfare - Earnings Poor

AGE CEV C C2

25 0.29 0.1 0.19

35 0.25 0.09 0.15

45 0.19 0.07 0.11

55 0.14 0.07 0.07

65 0.14 0.0 0.08

75 0.16 0.13 0.03

Table 5: Welfare - Average Earners

AGE CEV C C2

25 0.07 -0.09 0.16

35 0.01 -0.03 0.04

45 -0.05 -0.11 0.05

55 -0.12 -0.18 0.06

65 -0.09 -0.12 0.03

75 0.00 0.00 0.00
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Figure 3: Transitional Dynamics - Constant Housing Price

5.2 Change in Housing Prices

I now let relative housing prices in the 2005-economy increase so as to equate real housing

demand to its 1995 benchmark level10. Hence I assume that housing supply is inelastic

between 1995 and 2005. Indeed, the supply side - as a first approximation - is probably

not the key to understand long-term house price movements. While construction volume

varies a lot over the business cycle, the level of investment is so small compared to the

aggregate stock of housing that the aggregate stock changes very slowly. The number

reported in Table 6 refers then to nominal housing consumption, given that the relative

price of housing as gone up by 25 percent, i.e. real housing consumption in the 2005-

economy is equal to 4. Aggregate variables, except for a slightly more negative net

financial asset position, don’t change much with respect to the constant house price’s

case. Figure 7 in the Appendix shows the wealth accumulation profiles in the initial

10At any period during the transition, house prices adjust so to let real housing demand in that

period equate its 1995 benchmark level.
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steady state economy versus the transition. As in the no housing price change case, the

transition economy shows a higher accumulation of housing assets trough collateralized

borrowing at young ages than the initial steady state economy. Households tenure

choices are reported in Table 7 below, where households have been divided by age group

and productivity levels: ”low” refers to households who are born in the economy endowed

with the two lowest earnings shocks, ”medium” to households that start their economy

life with the two intermediate earnings shocks and ”high” to households with the two

highest earnings shocks. Households belonging to the lowest and highest earnings groups

don’t change their tenure choice over the life cycle, starting at age 25 and going through

their life as renters and homeowners respectively. The intermediate earnings shocks

group starts its life-cycle as renter and switch to home-ownership at age 45, hence later

than without an increase in housing prices.

Table 6: Result-Change in House Prices

Statistic Data-1995 Model-1995 Data-2005 Model-2005

ph ∗H/Y 4 4 5 5.6

K/Y 2.2 2.2 3 -0.36

ph 1 1 1.25 1.25

5.2.1 Welfare Along The Transition

The transition dynamics towards the new steady state is again monotone, see Figure 5.

Welfare statistics are summarized in Table 5. The speed of adjustment of housing prices

is in Figure 4: by period 4 into the transition, housing prices have already converged to

their final steady-state value. Housing prices rapidly converge to their new steady state

level, while households start taking advantage of looser collateral constraints only from 3

periods into the transition. Indeed, while housing demand goes up considerably from the

first transition period, i.e. more than half of the final increase is done after one period
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Table 7: Tenure Choice

AGE/Earn Low Medium High

25 Renter Renter Owner

35 Renter Renter Owner

45 Renter Owner Owner

55 Renter Owner Owner

65 Renter Owner Owner

75 Renter Owner Owner

into the transition, half of the decrease in net financial wealth is reached only after 3 pe-

riods into the transition. This is due to a precautionary saving effects, where the almost

immediate shoot up in housing demand is at first covered with precautionary savings.

Following the housing price increase, low-earnings renting households while still having

a positive change in welfare for all ages loose with respect to the no house price change,

as can be seen in Table 8. This is not surprising since housing prices have been increased

so as to keep total aggregate real housing demand at its initial steady state level. Hence

households are effectively paying more for the same total amount of housing services

consumption. Its interesting to analyze the impact of increasing prices on consump-

tion levels and volatility . Consumption levels goes up as renters substitute housing

consumption services with nondurables more than proportionally. At the same time,

as this substitution takes place consumption volatility increases considerably reducing

overall welfare. The case of households with average earnings is strikingly different, see

Table 9. First of all, higher housing prices force a change in the tenure choice of the 35

years age group, see Table 7: following the house price increase 35 year-old households

switch from being homeowners to renters. Then for all workers we observe a decrease

both in the level and in the volatility of consumption. On the one hand, the level of

consumption decreases as middle-aged households must pay a higher price for the same
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level of housing services, while young renters must save to accumulate the downpayment

needed to buy a house. On the other hand, consumption volatility increases following

higher transaction costs on housing purchases. Retirees are the only age group who is

gaining from an increase of housing prices: they have the highest stock of accumulated

assets and are benefiting from the capital gains associated to their housing stock.

Table 8: Welfare - Earnings Poor

AGE CEV C C2

25 0.22 0.23 -0.01

35 0.17 0.16 0.01

45 0.12 0.14 0.02

55 0.08 0.11 -0.03

65 0.08 0.13 -0.05

75 0.11 0.17 -0.06

Table 9: Welfare - Average Earners

AGE CEV C C2

25 0.01 -0.08 0.09

35 -0.01 -0.07 0.06

45 -0.08 -0.15 0.07

55 -0.13 -0.20 0.07

65 -0.09 -0.12 0.03

75 0.02 0.03 -0.01
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Figure 4: Transitional Dynamics - Housing Prices

Figure 5: Transitional Dynamics - Housing Price Increase
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5.3 Bequests

Almost 25 percent of total net wealth in Italy is due to bequests and gifts, see Jappelli

and Pistaferri (2000). Considering the relevance of this wealth accumulation channel,

I add bequests to the model-economy. Following De Nardi (2004) I model bequests B,

through a ”warm-glow” function φ(B) which add to the parent’s utility, where

φ(B) = φ1(1 +B/φ2)
1−σ (7)

The term φ1 reflects the parents concern about leaving bequests to her children, while φ2

measures the extent to which bequests are a luxury good. Adding a warm-glow bequests

motive is detrimental to the result. With a new motive for saving, households reduce

their borrowing’s level with respect to the accidental bequests case. Overall, aggregate

housing demand does not increase to a level sufficient to generate the observed housing

prices change.

6 Conclusion

I have built an heterogeneous agents, overlapping generations model with a housing and

a financial asset, where mortgage debt is collateralized. I have studied the welfare effect

of an endogenous increase in housing prices caused by an unexpected, once-and-for-all

exogenous decrease in the real interest rate and down-payment requirements. To this

end, I have simulated the whole equilibrium path from the first steady state economy

through the transition periods towards the final steady state. The model is able to

account for 80 percent of the increase in Italian housing prices over the last decade.

Welfare increases on average by 3 percent of life-time equivalent consumption for house-

holds with average earnings that start their life-cycle as renters and later move on to

home-ownership: this group of households suffer from higher real housing prices but

benefit proportionally more from a easier access to mortgage debt and smaller down-

payment requirements. Welfare increases by a whopping 20 percent for low-earnings

renters. The earnings-poor are benefiting more than any other group since a lower real
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interest rate means cheaper inter-temporal consumption smoothing and a lower rental

rate for housing units while the higher real wages associated to a lower real interest

rate increase disposable income and average consumption. High earnings households or

households with average earnings that start the transition period at middle age suffer

from the decrease in disposable income due to lower real returns on their accumulated

saving and overall register negative welfare effects. The model fails to replicate the in-

crease in financial assets experienced by Italian households in between 1995 and 2005,

and works under the assumption of a small open economy who is receiving capital flows

from the rest of the world. This increase in financial wealth was mainly due to a port-

folio shift from government debt to equity (with the stock market boom of 1995 to

2000) and private pension funds. The model is clearly not suited for the study of as-

sets investment diversification, since it only includes a risk-free asset which can proxy

government-denominated debt, but don’t contemplate risky equity investment nor pen-

sion funds. Since those represent the main investment instruments of high-earnings

households, this model is likely to underestimate the welfare gains of possible portfolio

diversification by this specific group of households. Including a more realistic portfolio

choice in the model is left for future research.

7 Appendix

Non-convex adjustment costs to housing expenditure and a minimum purchasing house

size break the smoothness of the optimization problem: first-order conditions could not

be used to simulate the model. I resorted instead to discretization of the state space and

value function iteration, which is computationally costly but very robust. The upper

bounds on the grids for financial assets and housing are chosen large enough so that

they are not binding on the optimization problem.

The choice of housing stock and renting units is found by grid search, where the

renting units grid includes choice points not included in the housing stock grid, because

of the imposed minimum housing purchasing size. The choice of financial assets is found
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by one-dimensional optimization that doesn’t use differentiability of the value function.

We use 200 points for financial assets grids and 50 points for the housing assets grid,

which combined with a 5 states earnings Markov matrix makes for 100,000 possible

states, for each age.

I solve for the steady state equilibrium as follows:

1. Guess r and use the equilibrium conditions in the factor markets to obtain w.

2. Solve for the value function in the last period of life, then solve recursively for all

other ages.

3. Compute the associated stationary distribution of households Φ. To do that, I

need to iterate on the stationary distribution to find the appropriate first period invariant

distribution, given by the accidental bequests and first earning shock left over by people

dying at all ages.

4. Given the stationary distribution and prices, compute factor inputs demand and

supplies and check market clearing.

5. If all markets clear, I found an equilibrium. If not, go to step 1 and update r.

In order to solve for the whole transition, I need to calculate first an initial and a final

steady state. Once they are calculated, I proceed by backward induction, form the final

steady state, to the first one, so that at time t, households have perfect foresight about

their policy and prices at future times. In order for the transition to be complete from

the first to the last steady state, a sufficient amount of periods must be chosen. I choose

a transition period of 150 years. Finally, to recover the whole transitional equilibrium

path, the policy functions can be used to integrate forward the measure of agents. All

the programs needed for the computation of the model were programmed in Fortran 95

and compiled in Absoft Pro-Fortran 9 to run on Windows PC.
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Figure 6: Wealth Accumulation Profiles - Constant Housing Prices
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Figure 7: Wealth Accumulation Profiles - Increased Housing Prices
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